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17. Top Spherical head solid stone fitted over the slab provided with required stable interlocking with
suitable size at the centre of the roof.
18. All the above work is to be carried out as per the drawing and directions of the Authorities.
19. The drawing enclosed is for reference only and the dimensions to be followed as same and if any
modifications are required as per the same is to be intimated with proper drawing and details.
20. The indicative sizes & quantities mentioned are given as a base guideline only, based on the finished
sizes of stones as per drawings. The Contractor is required to work out the actual stone quantities to be
supplied and executed at site, considering all margins for processing of stone, wastage, cutting,
adjustment, breakage, etc.
21. The dimensions given above are for finished sizes only. The size of each stone panel shall be kept
extra on all the four sides, to provide adequate margins for cutting and adjustments at site as well as to
take care of damage to the panels during handling, erection and transportation.
22. All the designs, shapes, sizes, patterns, depths of carvings etc. for the crafted items shall be as per the
designs and directions given by authority. However, SSCL/TCE reserves the right to change/ vary the
same before bulk production i.e. up to the sample approval stage, for which no extra cost shall be paid
to the Contractor.
23. The granite stones used should from the intrusive igneous rocks quarry. The stone for
Random/coursed Rubble masonry, Pillars, Beams are to be hard, sound, durable and free from
weathering decay, and defects like cavities, cracks, flaws, sand holes, patches of loose or soft
materials. As for as possible stones shall be uniform in colour, quality and structure.
24. Stones with round shape shall not be used for coursed rubble Masonry.
25. The stones for the masonry be small enough to be lifted and placed by hand.
26. All stone shall be hammer dressed on the face, sides and the beds.
27. The joint thickness shall not exceed 30mm thick at any point and all joints are fully packed with
mortar and chips.
28. The masonry work in wall shall be carried up true to plumb or to specified batter.
29. The bidder shall quote their rates including cost of scaffolding, transportation, tax, material, erection
and labour.
30. Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above items of works so
that in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/ remuneration
may be made on pro-rata basis.
31. The quoted rate shall include cost of procurement of stone, its cutting, grinding, finishing,
craftsmanship, treatment with deep penetration of approved water based waterproofing chemicals and
making all necessary provisions in stones for installation/erection such as interlocking keys, grooves,
recesses, slots for concealed clamps, the cost of design, approvals, stone slab, SS Cramps, anchor
fasteners, silicon sealants, labour charges, scaffolding, all tools and tackles, working at all levels.
Leads and heights etc. to fit at site as per site conditions complete, to the satisfaction.
Complete including cost of all materials scaffolding HOM of machineries with all lead and lifts labour
charges including implementation of Environmental and Social Safeguards and as per design drawing
technical specifications and directions of Engineer in charge.

1.b

Providing and fixing of Sira Stone Pergola with following specification and Drawing
1. The size of the structure shall be of 31.0m X4.25m. Including projection of Pergola on either side by
0.60m.
2. The overall height of the structure shall be 3.00m above finished ground level to top.
3. The stone pillar size 0.30 X 0.30m shall fixed in given suitable RCC foundation provided with tongue
& groove interlocking in given RCC foundation with necessary grouting, to achieve plumb, line &
level.
4. The stone pillars are to be straight, taperd and smooth edges also have minimum sculpture work.
5. Necessary carvings are to be made in the Pedestals.
6. Column carving includes pedestal (rectangular), base (octagonal shape), tapering Shaft contains
Flutes, above octagonal base & capital with lantern & cover as shown in drawing. Lantern of stone
contains jalli & cover as shown in the drawing.
7. Capital to be monolithically carved out from stone column, such that it support the main beam above
with interlocking arrangements.
8. Stone column should have 2.5cm diameter through hole & horizontal hole to pass electrical cable of
approved size upto lantern.
9. One side of lantern wall should be openable for easy maintainance of electric bulb holder.
10. Primary beam should be of enough length & size to support the require span upto 3.0m same time it
support above secondary beams (Trellis) with interlocking arrangement.
11. The end of the primary & secondary beam should be beveled proportionately as per drawing.
12. The Column, primary & secondary beam should follow the curvilinear pathway without any obstacle
or hindrance as per drawing.
13. Secondary beam of size 0.75(0’3”)X 0.20m (0’8”) or equivalent in size forming stable interlock grid
over the primary beams such that it should take the self-weight with require safety factor.
14. Secondary beam (trellis) projection of 60cm on either side beyond primary beam with required, shape,
depth with stable interlocking to be provided.
15. All joints to be filled with bonding agent which last long & give stable whole structure.
16. All the above work is to be carried out as per the drawing and directions of the Authorities.
17. The drawing enclosed is for reference only and the dimensions to be followed as same and if any
modifications are required as per the same is to be intimated with proper drawing and details.
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18. The indicative sizes & quantities mentioned are given as a base guideline only, based on the finished
sizes of stones as per drawings. The Contractor is required to work out the actual stone quantities to be
supplied and executed at site, considering all margins for processing of stone, wastage, cutting,
adjustment, breakage, etc.
19. The dimensions given above are for finished sizes only. The size of each stone panel shall be kept
extra on all the four sides, to provide adequate margins for cutting and adjustments at site as well as to
take care of damage to the panels during handling, erection and transportation.
20. All the designs, shapes, sizes, patterns, depths of carvings etc. for the crafted items shall be as per the
designs and directions given by authority. However, SSCL/TCE reserves the right to change/ vary the
same before bulk production i.e. up to the sample approval stage, for which no extra cost shall be paid
to the Contractor.
21. The granite stones used should from the intrusive igneous rocks quarry. The stones for the Pillars,
Beams are to be hard, sound, durable and free from weathering decay and defects like cavities, cracks,
flaws, sand holes, patches of loose or soft materials. As for as possible stones shall be uniform in
colour, quality and structure.
22. The bidder shall quote their rates including cost of scaffolding, transportation, tax, material, erection
and labour.
23. Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above items of works so
that in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/ remuneration
may be made on pro-rata basis.
24. The quoted rate shall include cost of procurement of stone, its cutting, grinding, finishing,
craftsmanship, treatment with deep penetration of approved water based waterproofing chemicals and
making all necessary provisions in stones for installation such as interlocking keys, grooves, recesses,
slots for concealed clamps, the cost of design, approvals, stone slab, SS Cramps, anchor fasteners,
silicon sealents, labour charges, scaffolding, all tools and tackles, working at all levels.leads and
heights etc. to fit at site as per site conditions complete, to the satisfaction.
Complete including cost of all materials scaffolding HOM of machineries with all lead and lifts labour
charges including implementation of Environmental and Social Safeguards and as per design drawing
technical specifications and directions of Engineer in charge.

1.c

Providing and fixing of Sira Stone Trellies with following specification and Drawing
1. The size of the structure shall be of 6.0m X 3. 0m. Including projection of trellies on either side by
0.275m.
2. The overall height of the structure shall be 2.75m above finished ground level to top.
3. The stone pillar size 0.20 X 0.20m shall fixed in given suitable RCC foundation provided with tongue
& groove interlocking in given RCC foundation with necessary grouting, to achieve plumb, line &
level.
4. The stone pillars are to be straight and smooth edges also have minimum sculpture work.
5. Necessary ornamental carvings are to be made in the Pedestals.
6. Grooves of 5.0cm (2”) at equal interval to be done over the column as shown in the drawing.
7. Capital to be monolithically carved out from stone column, such that it support the main beam above
with interlocking arrangements.
8. Primary beam should be of enough strength & size to support the require span & above secondary
beams (Trellis) with interlocking arrangement.
9. The end of the primary & secondary beam should be beveled proportionately as per drawing.
10. Secondary beam of size 0.75(0’3”)X 0.20m (0’8”) or equivalent in size forming stable interlock grid
over the primary beams such that it should take the self-weight with require safety factor.
11. Secondary beam (trellis) projection of 27.5cm on either side beyond primary beam with required ,
shape, depth with stable interlocking to be provided.
12. All joints to be filled with bonding agent which last lifelong & give stable whole structure.
13. All the above work is to be carried out as per the drawing and directions of the Authorities.
14. The drawing enclosed is for reference only and the dimensions to be followed as same and if any
modifications are required as per the same is to be intimated with proper drawing and details.
15. The indicative sizes & quantities mentioned are given as a base guideline only, based on the finished
sizes of stones as per drawings. The Contractor is required to work out the actual stone quantities to be
supplied and executed at site, considering all margins for processing of stone, wastage, cutting,
adjustment, breakage, etc.
16. The dimensions given above are for finished sizes only. The size of each stone panel shall be kept
extra on all the four sides, to provide adequate margins for cutting and adjustments at site as well as to
take care of damage to the panels during handling, erection and transportation.
17. All the designs, shapes, sizes, patterns, depths of carvings etc. for the crafted items shall be as per the
designs and directions given by authority. However, SSCL/TCE reserves the right to change/ vary the
same before bulk production i.e. up to the sample approval stage, for which no extra cost shall be paid
to the Contractor.
18. The granite stones used should from the intrusive igneous rocks quarry. The stones for the Pillars,
Beams are to be hard, sound, durable and free from weathering decay and defects like cavities, cracks,
flaws, sand holes, patches of loose or soft materials. As for as possible stones shall be uniform in
colour, quality and structure.
19. The bidder shall quote their rates including cost of scaffolding, transportation, tax, material, erection
and labour.
20. Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above all items of works
so that in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/
remuneration may be made on pro-rata basis.
21. The quoted rate shall include cost of procurement of stone, its cutting, grinding, finishing,
craftsmanship, treatment with deep penetration of approved water based waterproofing chemicals and
making all necessary provisions in stones for installation such as interlocking keys, grooves, recesses,
slots for concealed clamps, the cost of design, approvals, stone slab, SS Cramps, anchor fasteners,
silicon sealents, labour charges, scaffolding, all tools and tackles, working at all levels.leads and
heights etc. to fit at site as per site conditions complete, to the satisfaction.
Complete including cost of all materials scaffolding HOM of machineries with all lead and lifts labour
charges including implementation of Environmental and Social Safeguards and as per design drawing
technical specifications and directions of Engineer in charge.
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1.d

Providing and fixing of Sira Stone columnfor lotus pondand for Retaining wall with following
specification and Drawing
1. The erection of the stone column will be for lotus pond and for Retaining wall coming at different
locations across the stretch (chainage 0.00m to 2600m) on North bank retaining wall as shown in the
drawing.
2. The overall height of the structure shall be 1.20m above finished ground level to top.
3. The stone pillar size 0.20 X 0.20m shall fixed in given suitable RCC foundation provided with tongue
& groove interlocking in given RCC foundation with necessary grouting, to achieve plumb, line &
level.
4. The stone pillars are to be straight with smooth edges, also have minimum sculpture work.
5. Necessary carvings are to be made in the column.
6. Grooves of 5.0cm (2”) at interval to be done over the column as shown in the drawing.
7. Capital to be monolithically carved out from same stone column.
8. The stone should be capable of stand freely without any support.
9. All joints to be filled with bonding agent which last long & give stable whole structure.
10.The drawing enclosed is for reference only and the dimensions to be followed as same and if any
modifications are required as per the same is to be intimated with proper drawing and details.
11.The indicative sizes & quantities mentioned are given as a base guideline only, based on the finished
sizes of stones as per drawings. The Contractor is required to work out the actual stone quantities to be
supplied and executed at site, considering all margins for processing of stone, wastage, cutting,
adjustment, breakage, etc.
12.The dimensions given above are for finished sizes only. The size of each stone panel shall be kept extra
on all the four sides, to provide adequate margins for cutting and adjustments at site as well as to take
care of damage to the panels during handling, erection and transportation.
13.All the designs, shapes, sizes, patterns, depths of carvings etc. for the crafted items shall be as per the
designs and directions given by authority. However, SSCL/TCE reserves the right to change/ vary the
same before bulk production i.e. up to the sample approval stage, for which no extra cost shall be paid
to the Contractor.
14.The granite stones used should from the intrusive igneous rocks quarry. Stones for the Pillars are to be
hard, sound, durable and free from weathering decay and defects like cavities, cracks, flaws, sand
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holes, patches of loose or soft materials. As for as possible stones shall be uniform in colour, quality
and structure.
15.The bidder shall quote their rates including cost of scaffolding, transportation, tax, material, erection
and labour.
16.Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above items of works so
that in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/ remuneration
may be made on pro-rata basis.
17.The quoted rate shall include cost of procurement of stone, its cutting, grinding, finishing,
craftsmanship, treatment with deep penetration of approved water based waterproofing chemicals and
making all necessary provisions in stones for installation such as interlocking keys, grooves, recesses,
slots for concealed clamps, the cost of design, approvals, stone slab, SS Cramps, anchor fasteners,
silicon sealants, labor charges, scaffolding, all tools and tackles, working at all levels. leads and heights
etc. to fit at site as per site conditions complete, to the satisfaction.
Complete including cost of all materials scaffolding HOM of machineries with all lead and lifts labour
charges including implementation of Environmental and Social Safeguards and as per design drawing
technical specifications and directions of Engineer in charge.

2. Musical Fountain
Sl
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Providing, fixing and trail runof Musical fountain with following specification and Drawing
1. The circular area of the musical platform will be 113.0 sqm with additional 1.25m wide passage way on
periphery.
2. The platform shall be raised 450mm above finished ground level with proper safety railing.
3. Granite flooring should be black jet flame finish 40mm thick shall be rigidly placed on mortar to require
slope.
4. The flooring tile should be as equal, big as possible and uniform size, so minimum seamless joints to be
formed.
5. Natural stone used for flooring provides an adequate available static coefficient of friction for human
ambulation when supplied with an appropriate finish and properly maintained.
6. The granite flooring stones used should from the intrusive igneous rocks quarry. The stone are to be hard,
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sound, durable and free from weathering decay, and defects like cavities, cracks, flaws0, sand holes,
patches of loose or soft materials. As for as possible stones shall be uniform in color, quality and
structure.
The flooring slope should generate self-cleansing velocity.
There shall be 25 nozzles placed at equal distance.
The flooring shall be chamfered or beveled at the opening of the drain, nozzle and gutters
There shall be no finish level difference between adjoining drain, gutters & nozzle covers.
The nozzle shall be away by 1500mm minimum from the periphery railing
Dry area of 1200mm wide to be created periphery of the wet platform.
Stainless steel safety railing of 1050mm high shall be provided on the periphery with controlled opening
on four sides.
Play interactive fountain shall have jumping and pulsating water effect nozzles, with total capacity of
Independent channels , connected through appropriate electro mechanical hardware and manifolds ,
Hydro mechanical controls and pressure tanks etc, with Independent pump drive of submersible pumps
, accessories.
Water from filtration tank shall have same parameters as per Drinking water code IS:10500:2012.
Plumbing drawing should be approved from the authority before execution.
All the Pipes to be used in the works shall be tested at site before incorporating it in works. All Plumbing
joints to be checked for highest pressure & leakages before embedding in concrete.
All materials shall be new and of the best quality conforming to specifications and subject to the approval
of the Consultant/Project-in-charge.
Drainage lines shall be laid to the required gradients and profiles
All drainage work shall be done in accordance with the local municipal bye laws
Location of all manholes, catch basins etc., shall be got confirmed from the Consultant / Engineer-incharge before the actual execution of work at site.
The works shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the latest BIS specifications. All works shall be
executed as per approved drawings, working drawings or as directed by the Consultant / Project-incharge.
Loudspeaker noise should not cross 45 dB in day & night and should follow time as per law.
The finishing of the fountain area shall be such that it is safe for users and does not have any sharp edges
that may cause injury. The design shall be elegant with smooth curves that makes it aesthetically good
and appealing for the users.
Construction/installation of dress changing booth shall be done on given foundation.
All the above work is to be carried out as per the approved drawing and directions of the Authorities.
The drawing enclosed is for reference only and the dimensions to be followed as same and if any
modifications are required as per the same is to be intimated with proper drawing and details.
The indicative sizes & quantities mentioned are given as a base guideline only, based on the finished
sizes & requirement of working of the fountain as per drawings. The Contractor is required to work out
the actual stone quantities to be supplied and executed at site, considering all margins.
The dimensions given above are for finished sizes only. The size of each stone panel shall be kept extra
on all the four sides, to provide adequate margins for cutting and adjustments at site as well as to take
care of damage to the panels during handling, erection and transportation.
All the equipments, designs, erection, installations, fondations for the fountain shall be as per the designs
and directions given by authority. However, SSCL/TCE reserves the right to change/ vary the same
before bulk production i.e. up to the sample approval stage, for which no extra cost shall be paid to the
Contractor.
The defect liability period will be for 12 months from the commissioning and handover of the project.
In defect liability period successful tenderer is solely responsible for all replacement, re-erection of the
equipment’s & installation.
Contractor shall submit as built drawings on completion of work, one complete set of original
reproducible tracings and three prints to the Consultant/Project-in-charge for, A run of all open/concealed
piping, with diameters from terrace to tapping points with various controls for water supply, clean outs

access panels, soils waste, vent, rain water piping at all levels. Drainage water supply layout, location of
inspection chambers, diameter of drainage pipes, from WC to chamber, from Gully trap to chamber, and
between two chambers with ground levels of drainage pipes in chambers.
34. The bidder shall quote their rates including cost of scaffolding, transportation, tax, material, erection and
labour.
35. Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above items of works so that
in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/ remuneration may be
made on pro-rata basis.
36. The quoted rate shall include cost of procurement of equipments, installation, erection its cutting,
grinding, finishing, craftsmanship, treatment with deep penetration of approved water based
waterproofing chemicals and making all necessary provisions to make plant workable, the cost of design,
approvals, pumps, SS Cramps, anchor fasteners, silicon sealants, labour charges, scaffolding, all tools
and tackles, working at all levels. Leads and liftts etc. to fit at site, as per site conditions complete, to the
satisfaction.
Complete including cost of all materials scaffolding HOM of machineries with all lead and lifts labour
charges including implementation of Environmental and Social Safeguards and as per design drawing
technical specifications and directions of Engineer in charge.

3. FRP Sculptures
Sl.
No

Description

Unit

Providing And Fixing Of Fiberglass (FRP) Mannequins, Sculptures, Murals With The
Following Specifications And Reference Images
1. Fiberglass casting should have minimum 8 mm thickness.
2. A gelcoat of UV stabilized, fire retardant, isophthalic quality mixed with 15’percent by weight, aerosol
powder (500-micron ground silica) suitably formulated to high viscosity given to exposed exterior
sections of the moulds to provide a smooth glossy finish, enhance aesthetics and improve weathering
and water-resistant properties of the mould. The thickness of the coat shall be between 0.40 to 0.50 mm.
3. Pigments compatible with isophthalic resin and gelcoat shall be used to obtain the shade of finish as
mutually agreed between the manufacturer and the purchaser. Use Gel coat with colour pigment mixed
3.A
resin for the top layer finish of the model to give realistic impression.
4. Fabrication work is required to be done to scale 1:1 or as per SSCL/PMC Recommended Scale(<1:1
Scale) using realistic Anthrozoology, measurements technique of painting and modelling with all
intricate and anatomy details for animals found in Shivamogga region & periphery biodiversity.
5. All required Materials like clay, POP, FG chemicals & materials, paints, brushes, varnishes,
reinforcement materials required for the fabrication and paintings, etc. shall be procured by the
successful tenderer. Agency shall also supply with necessary scaffoldings, skilled, unskilled labour that
are necessary to erection of these models.
6. All mannequins and model armature shall be made of 6 to 10 mm dia (wherever necessary) iron rod
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and pedestal of iron plate of appropriate size of 10 mm thick having 4 holes for fixing or grouting.
7. After every stage i.e. fabrication of armature, clay modelling etc. clearance is required from authorised
engineer for FRP modeling.
8. Different colour fiber glass pigments are to be used for making mannequins and model and enamel / oil
colour to get realistic or natural effect.
9. Dimensions of the mannequins, sculptures are to be scale 1:1 or actual size.
10. After finishing, the mannequins and model should have realistic & natural look.
11. All mannequins, Sculptures, paintings and murals are to be displayed outside & should be resistance to
all outside weathering conditions.
12. Isophthalic resin shall be of fire-retardant grade as per IS:6746.
13. Pigments used in this shall not fade to outside harsh condition.
14. The agency must provide all the moulds (properly numbered & packed in bubble/PU sheet) of
mannequins and model after completion of fabrication work.
15. The indicative sizes & quantities mentioned are given as a base guideline only. The Contractor is
required to work out the actual quantities to be supplied and executed at site, considering all margins.
16. Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above items of works so
that in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/ remuneration
may be made on pro-rata basis.
17. The successful tenderer to be provide all fixing detail drawing for baseplate, fishplate, anchor bolt
before casting of pedestal to erect on site.
18. Modifications, alteration required during the execution, whenever suggested by the competent
authority, have to be carried out. Successful tenderer shall take the responsibility of such modifications
without any additional expenditure.
19. Successful tenderer shall make their own arrangement for the boarding and lodging of their team of
artisans at the work place, during the period of contract. Entire process of fabrication work will be
carried out at site.
20. The TCE/SSCL shall not be liable for injury of any employee who is deployed by the successful
tenderer within/outside the premises/site at the time of execution of the work.
Complete including cost of all materials scaffolding HOM of machineries with all lead and lifts labour
charges including implementation of Environmental and Social Safeguards and as per design drawing
technical specifications and directions of Engineer in charge.
Below are the some of reference images for Animals.

PANTHER

ELEPHANT

Birds

REPTILES-King cobra

3. FRP Sculptures
Sl.
No

Description

Unit

Providing And Fixing Of Fiberglass (FRP) Mannequins, Sculptures, Murals With The
Following Specifications And Reference Images
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21. Fiberglass casting should have minimum 8 mm thickness.
22. A gelcoat of UV stabilized, fire retardant, isophthalic quality mixed with 15’percent by weight, aerosol
powder (500-micron ground silica) suitably formulated to high viscosity given to exposed exterior
sections of the moulds to provide a smooth glossy finish, enhance aesthetics and improve weathering
and water-resistant properties of the mould. The thickness of the coat shall be between 0.40 to 0.50
mm.
23. Pigments compatible with isophthalic resin and gelcoat shall be used to obtain the shade of finish as
mutually agreed between the manufacturer and the purchaser. Use Gel coat with colour pigment mixed
resin for the top layer finish of the model to give realistic impression.
24. Fabrication work is required to be done to scale 1:1 or as per SSCL/PMC Recommended Scale(<1:1
Scale) using realistic Anthrozoology, measurements technique of painting and modelling with all
intricate and anatomy details for animals found in Shivamogga region & periphery biodiversity.
25. All required Materials like clay, POP, FG chemicals & materials, paints, brushes, varnishes,
reinforcement materials required for the fabrication and paintings, etc. shall be procured by the
successful tenderer. Agency shall also supply with necessary scaffoldings, skilled, unskilled labour that
are necessary to erection of these models.
26. All mannequins and model armature shall be made of 6 to 10 mm dia (wherever necessary) iron rod
and pedestal of iron plate of appropriate size of 10 mm thick having 4 holes for fixing or grouting.
27. After every stage i.e. fabrication of armature, clay modelling etc. clearance is required from authorised
engineer for FRP modeling.
28. Different colour fiber glass pigments are to be used for making mannequins and model and enamel / oil
colour to get realistic or natural effect.
29. Dimensions of the mannequins, sculptures are to be scale 1:1 or actual size.
30. After finishing, the mannequins and model should have realistic & natural look.
31. All mannequins, Sculptures, paintings and murals are to be displayed outside & should be resistance to
all outside weathering conditions.
32. Isophthalic resin shall be of fire-retardant grade as per IS:6746.
33. Pigments used in this shall not fade to outside harsh condition.
34. The agency must provide all the moulds (properly numbered & packed in bubble/PU sheet) of
mannequins and model after completion of fabrication work.
35. The indicative sizes & quantities mentioned are given as a base guideline only. The Contractor is

Sq.
M

required to work out the actual quantities to be supplied and executed at site, considering all margins.
36. Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above items of works so
that in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/ remuneration
may be made on pro-rata basis.
37. The successful tenderer to be provide all fixing detail drawing for baseplate, fishplate, anchor bolt
before casting of pedestal to erect on site.
38. Modifications, alteration required during the execution, whenever suggested by the competent
authority, have to be carried out. Successful tenderer shall take the responsibility of such modifications
without any additional expenditure.
39. Successful tenderer shall make their own arrangement for the boarding and lodging of their team of
artisans at the work place, during the period of contract. Entire process of fabrication work will be
carried out at site.
40. The TCE/SSCL shall not be liable for injury of any employee who is deployed by the successful
tenderer within/outside the premises/site at the time of execution of the work.
Complete including cost of all materials scaffolding HOM of machineries with all lead and lifts labour
charges including implementation of Environmental and Social Safeguards and as per design drawing
technical specifications and directions of Engineer in charge.
Below are the some of reference images

4. GRC Cladding
Sl.
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Providing And Fixing Of Glass Reinforced Concrete (GRC) Cladding For Columns
(External Use) Open Air Theatre with the Following Specifications and Drawings
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1. The panels are to be formed of GRC in moulds to achieve the profiles indicated by the
architectural drawings with installation.
Before commencing to manufacturing work, the successful tenderer shall submit for approval detail
shop drawings showing the information which contain, intricate design for capital base & column with
their fixation, layout (sectional plan and elevation) of complete wall/column, full-size section of
typical panel and support members, method of assembly and supports and fixings to the existing
structure and provision to withstand imposed stresses, method of installation, caulking, flashing and
provision for vertical and horizontal expansion, junction and trim to adjoining surfaces and fittings
and accessories,
Installation process should not reduce the strength or stability of the base structure.
The support material used for erection of the GRC cladding should be non-corrosive.
The manufacturer shall provide a means for producing a replacement panel at any time during the
building contract. Moulds shall be adequately cured to eliminate shrinkage and distortion and shall be
properly braced.
The exposed face of the GRC panels surfaces shall be free of blowholes, cracks, undulation or similar
imperfections.
The panels shall be manufactured by a spray technique as detailed in the NPCAA Recommended
Practice or as otherwise agreed between the manufacturer and architect/engineer to an approved
method.
Spray applicators shall be experienced personnel whose proficiency meets industry standards.
The exposed face should be smooth. The thickness shall generally be the minimum possible to achieve
the desired finish, which will normally make it at least 20% thicker than the largest sand or aggregate
being used and normally 4 mm minimum and 12 mm maximum thickness. An acrylic polymer should
be used on facing side to reduce any risk of this unreinforced layer cracking.
The 3mm mist coat to be applied over the rear surface to cover mould details and surfaces so that
fibers are not visible on the surface.
There should be no cracks, flaws or air bubbles in entire panels.
There should be proper bonding between the inner core to the outer surface such that it should act as
monolithic panels.
Joints, arrangement for fixing, nut bolting of panels should not be visible, or it should be recessed.
The whole thickness of the panel should be uniform such that it should resist to the impact,
temperature stresses & stand for all weathering conditions upto the age of base structure or building.
All fixing details to be worked out as per existing site condition. All intricate details, incorporation of
formers of infill materials and over-spraying shall be carried out before the material has achieved its
initial set to ensure complete bonding.
After every stage i.e. fabrication of amature, clay modelling etc. clearance is required from authorized
engineer for FRP modeling.
Finishing or coloring should match with the surrounding building color or as per approved by concern
engineer-in charge or architect.
GRC cladding shall be of fire resistance for 2 hours along with supporting structure.
The agency must provide all the moulds properly numbered & packed in bubble/PU sheet after
completion of fabrication work.
The drawing shows indicative sizes & quantities mentioned are given as a base guideline only. The
Contractor is required to work out the actual quantities to be supplied and executed at site, considering
all margins.
Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above items of works so
that in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/ remuneration
may be made on pro-rata basis.

No

22. Modifications, alteration required during the execution, whenever suggested by the competent
authority, must be carried out. Successful tenderer shall take the responsibility of such modifications
without any additional expenditure.
23. Successful tenderer shall make their own arrangement for the boarding and lodging of their team of
artisans at the work place, during the period of contract. Entire process of fabrication work will be
carried out at site.
24. The TCE/SSCL shall not be liable for injury of any employee who is deployed by the successful
tenderer within/outside the premises/site at the time of execution of the work.
25. The successful tenderer is solely responsible for the design and performance of the GRC panels and
their supports.
26. The successful tenderer is sole responsible for the GRC panels installed, or to be installed, against any
and every defect or failure which may occur during the period of installation & practical completion
for the works, arising out of any fault of the GRC cladding system, workmanship, fabrication, fixing
or quality of materials used.
27. The successful tenderer shall submit details of the proposed sealant and the application
recommendations for approval by the engineer-in-charge prior to commencement of the contract
works.
Complete including cost of all materials scaffolding HOM of machineries with all lead and lifts labour
charges including implementation of Environmental and Social Safeguards and as per design drawing
technical specifications and directions of Engineer in charge.

4. GRC Cladding
Sl.
No

Description

Unit

Providing And Fixing Of Glass Reinforced Concrete (GRC) Cladding For Entrance Gate 2 To
3m Widealong with Keladi Dynasty Emblemwith the Following Specifications and Drawings

4.B

1. The panels are to be formed of GRC in moulds to achieve the profiles indicated by the architectural
drawings with installation.
2. Before commencing to manufacturing work, the successful tenderer shall submit for approval detail shop
drawings showing the information which contain, intricate design for capital base & column with their
fixation, layout (sectional plan and elevation) of complete wall/column, full-size section of typical panel
and support members, method of assembly and supports and fixings to the existing structure and
provision to withstand imposed stresses, method of installation, caulking, flashing and provision for
vertical and horizontal expansion, junction and trim to adjoining surfaces and fittings and accessories,
3. Installation process should not reduce the strength or stability of the base structure.
4. The support material used for erection of the GRC cladding should be non-corrosive.
5. The manufacturer shall provide a means for producing a replacement panel at any time during the

No

building contract. Moulds shall be adequately cured to eliminate shrinkage and distortion and shall be
properly braced.
6. The exposed face of the GRC panels surfaces shall be free of blowholes, cracks, undulation or similar
imperfections.
7. The panels shall be manufactured by a spray technique as detailed in the NPCAA Recommended Practice
or as otherwise agreed between the manufacturer and architect/engineer to an approved method.
8. Spray applicators shall be experienced personnel whose proficiency meets industry standards.
9. The exposed face should be smooth. The thickness shall generally be the minimum possible to achieve
the desired finish, which will normally make it at least 20% thicker than the largest sand or aggregate
being used and normally 4 mm minimum and 12 mm maximum thickness. An acrylic polymer should be
used on facing side to reduce any risk of this unreinforced layer cracking.
10. The 3mm mist coat to be applied over the rear surface to cover mould details and surfaces so that fibers
are not visible on the surface.
11. There should be no cracks, flaws or air bubbles in entire panels.
12. There should be proper bonding between the inner core to the outer surface such that it should act as
monolithic panels.
13. Joints, arrangement for fixing, nut bolting of panels should not be visible, or it should be recessed.
14. The whole thickness of the panel should be uniform such that it should resist to the impact, temperature
stresses & stand for all weathering conditions upto the age of base structure or building.
15. All fixing details to be worked out as per existing site condition. All intricate details, incorporation of
formers of infill materials and over-spraying shall be carried out before the material has achieved its
initial set to ensure complete bonding.
16. After every stage i.e. fabrication of amature, clay modelling etc. clearance is required from authorized
engineer for FRP modeling.
17. Finishing or coloring should match with the surrounding building color or as per approved by concern
engineer-in charge or architect.
18. GRC cladding shall be of fire resistance for 2 hours along with supporting structure.
19. The agency must provide all the moulds properly numbered & packed in bubble/PU sheet after
completion of fabrication work.
20. The drawing shows indicative sizes & quantities mentioned are given as a base guideline only. The
Contractor is required to work out the actual quantities to be supplied and executed at site, considering all
margins.
21. Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above items of works so that
in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/ remuneration may be
made on pro-rata basis.
22. Modifications, alteration required during the execution, whenever suggested by the competent authority,
must be carried out. Successful tenderer shall take the responsibility of such modifications without any
additional expenditure.
23. Successful tenderer shall make their own arrangement for the boarding and lodging of their team of
artisans at the work place, during the period of contract. Entire process of fabrication work will be carried
out at site.
24. The TCE/SSCL shall not be liable for injury of any employee who is deployed by the successful tenderer
within/outside the premises/site at the time of execution of the work.
25. The successful tenderer is solely responsible for the design and performance of the GRC panels and their
supports.
26. The successful tenderer is sole responsible for the GRC panels installed, or to be installed, against any
and every defect or failure which may occur during the period of installation & practical completion for
the works, arising out of any fault of the GRC cladding system, workmanship, fabrication, fixing or
quality of materials used.
27. The successful tenderer shall submit details of the proposed sealant and the application recommendations
for approval by the engineer-in-charge prior to commencement of the contract works.
Complete including cost of all materials scaffolding HOM of machineries with all lead and lifts labour

charges including implementation of Environmental and Social Safeguards and as per design drawing
technical specifications and directions of Engineer in charge.

Keladi Dynasty Emblem Gandaberunda

4. GRC Cladding
Sl.
No

Description

Unit

Providing And Fixing Of Glass Reinforced Concrete (GRC) Cladding For Entrance Gate 3 To
5m Wide along with Keladi Dynasty Emblemwith the Following Specifications and Drawings

4.C

1. The panels are to be formed of GRC in moulds to achieve the profiles indicated by the architectural
drawings with installation.
2. Before commencing to manufacturing work, the successful tenderer shall submit for approval detail shop
drawings showing the information which contain, intricate design for capital base & column with their
fixation, layout (sectional plan and elevation) of complete wall/column, full-size section of typical panel
and support members, method of assembly and supports and fixings to the existing structure and
provision to withstand imposed stresses, method of installation, caulking, flashing and provision for
vertical and horizontal expansion, junction and trim to adjoining surfaces and fittings and accessories,
3. Installation process should not reduce the strength or stability of the base structure.
4. The support material used for erection of the GRC cladding should be non-corrosive.
5. The manufacturer shall provide a means for producing a replacement panel at any time during the
building contract. Moulds shall be adequately cured to eliminate shrinkage and distortion and shall be
properly braced.
6. The exposed face of the GRC panels surfaces shall be free of blowholes, cracks, undulation or similar
imperfections.
7. The panels shall be manufactured by a spray technique as detailed in the NPCAA Recommended Practice
or as otherwise agreed between the manufacturer and architect/engineer to an approved method.
8. Spray applicators shall be experienced personnel whose proficiency meets industry standards.
9. The exposed face should be smooth. The thickness shall generally be the minimum possible to achieve
the desired finish, which will normally make it at least 20% thicker than the largest sand or aggregate
being used and normally 4 mm minimum and 12 mm maximum thickness. An acrylic polymer should be
used on facing side to reduce any risk of this unreinforced layer cracking.
10. The 3mm mist coat to be applied over the rear surface to cover mould details and surfaces so that fibers
are not visible on the surface.
11. There should be no cracks, flaws or air bubbles in entire panels.
12. There should be proper bonding between the inner core to the outer surface such that it should act as
monolithic panels.
13. Joints, arrangement for fixing, nut bolting of panels should not be visible, or it should be recessed.
14. The whole thickness of the panel should be uniform such that it should resist to the impact, temperature
stresses & stand for all weathering conditions upto the age of base structure or building.
15. All fixing details to be worked out as per existing site condition. All intricate details, incorporation of
formers of infill materials and over-spraying shall be carried out before the material has achieved its
initial set to ensure complete bonding.
16. After every stage i.e. fabrication of armature, clay modelling etc. clearance is required from authorized
engineer for FRP modelling.
17. Finishing or colouring should match with the surrounding building colour or as per approved by concern
engineer-in charge or architect.
18. GRC cladding shall be of fire resistance for 2 hours along with supporting structure.
19. The agency must provide all the moulds properly numbered & packed in bubble/PU sheet after
completion of fabrication work.
20. The drawing shows indicative sizes & quantities mentioned are given as a base guideline only. The
Contractor is required to work out the actual quantities to be supplied and executed at site, considering all
margins.
21. Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above items of works so that
in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/ remuneration may be
made on pro-rata basis.
22. Modifications, alteration required during the execution, whenever suggested by the competent authority,
must be carried out. Successful tenderer shall take the responsibility of such modifications without any
additional expenditure.
23. Successful tenderer shall make their own arrangement for the boarding and lodging of their team of

No

artisans at the work place, during the period of contract. Entire process of fabrication work will be carried
out at site.
24. The TCE/SSCL shall not be liable for injury of any employee who is deployed by the successful tenderer
within/outside the premises/site at the time of execution of the work.
25. The successful tenderer is solely responsible for the design and performance of the GRC panels and their
supports.
26. The successful tenderer is sole responsible for the GRC panels installed, or to be installed, against any
and every defect or failure which may occur during the period of installation & practical completion for
the works, arising out of any fault of the GRC cladding system, workmanship, fabrication, fixing or
quality of materials used.
27. The successful tenderer shall submit details of the proposed sealant and the application recommendations
for approval by the engineer-in-charge prior to commencement of the contract works.
Complete including cost of all materials scaffolding HOM of machineries with all lead and lifts labour
charges including implementation of Environmental and Social Safeguards and as per design drawing
technical specifications and directions of Engineer in charge.
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4. GRC Cladding
Sl.
No

Description

Unit

Providing And Fixing Of Glass Reinforced Concrete (GRC) Cladding For Entrance Gate 5 To
7m Wide along with Keladi Dynasty Emblemwith the Following Specifications and Drawings

4.D

1. The panels are to be formed of GRC in moulds to achieve the profiles indicated by the architectural
drawings with installation.
2. Before commencing to manufacturing work, the successful tenderer shall submit for approval detail shop
drawings showing the information which contain, intricate design for capital base & column with their
fixation, layout (sectional plan and elevation) of complete wall/column, full-size section of typical panel
and support members, method of assembly and supports and fixings to the existing structure and
provision to withstand imposed stresses, method of installation, caulking, flashing and provision for
vertical and horizontal expansion, junction and trim to adjoining surfaces and fittings and accessories,
3. Installation process should not reduce the strength or stability of the base structure.
4. The support material used for erection of the GRC cladding should be non-corrosive.
5. The manufacturer shall provide a means for producing a replacement panel at any time during the
building contract. Moulds shall be adequately cured to eliminate shrinkage and distortion and shall be
properly braced.
6. The exposed face of the GRC panels surfaces shall be free of blowholes, cracks, undulation or similar
imperfections.
7. The panels shall be manufactured by a spray technique as detailed in the NPCAA Recommended Practice
or as otherwise agreed between the manufacturer and architect/engineer to an approved method.
8. Spray applicators shall be experienced personnel whose proficiency meets industry standards.
9. The exposed face should be smooth. The thickness shall generally be the minimum possible to achieve
the desired finish, which will normally make it at least 20% thicker than the largest sand or aggregate
being used and normally 4 mm minimum and 12 mm maximum thickness. An acrylic polymer should be
used on facing side to reduce any risk of this unreinforced layer cracking.
10. The 3mm mist coat to be applied over the rear surface to cover mould details and surfaces so that fibers
are not visible on the surface.
11. There should be no cracks, flaws or air bubbles in entire panels.
12. There should be proper bonding between the inner core to the outer surface such that it should act as
monolithic panels.
13. Joints, arrangement for fixing, nut bolting of panels should not be visible, or it should be recessed.
14. The whole thickness of the panel should be uniform such that it should resist to the impact, temperature
stresses & stand for all weathering conditions upto the age of base structure or building.
15. All fixing details to be worked out as per existing site condition. All intricate details, incorporation of
formers of infill materials and over-spraying shall be carried out before the material has achieved its
initial set to ensure complete bonding.
16. After every stage i.e. fabrication of armature, clay modelling etc. clearance is required from authorized
engineer for FRP modelling.
17. Finishing or colouring should match with the surrounding building colour or as per approved by concern
engineer-in charge or architect.
18. GRC cladding shall be of fire resistance for 2 hours along with supporting structure.
19. The agency must provide all the moulds properly numbered & packed in bubble/PU sheet after
completion of fabrication work.
20. The drawing shows indicative sizes & quantities mentioned are given as a base guideline only. The
Contractor is required to work out the actual quantities to be supplied and executed at site, considering all
margins.
21. Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above items of works so that
in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/ remuneration may be
made on pro-rata basis.
22. Modifications, alteration required during the execution, whenever suggested by the competent authority,

No

must be carried out. Successful tenderer shall take the responsibility of such modifications without any
additional expenditure.
23. Successful tenderer shall make their own arrangement for the boarding and lodging of their team of
artisans at the work place, during the period of contract. Entire process of fabrication work will be carried
out at site.
24. The TCE/SSCL shall not be liable for injury of any employee who is deployed by the successful tenderer
within/outside the premises/site at the time of execution of the work.
25. The successful tenderer is solely responsible for the design and performance of the GRC panels and their
supports.
26. The successful tenderer is sole responsible for the GRC panels installed, or to be installed, against any
and every defect or failure which may occur during the period of installation & practical completion for
the works, arising out of any fault of the GRC cladding system, workmanship, fabrication, fixing or
quality of materials used.
27. The successful tenderer shall submit details of the proposed sealant and the application recommendations
for approval by the engineer-in-charge prior to commencement of the contract works.
Complete including cost of all materials scaffolding HOM of machineries with all lead and lifts labour
charges including implementation of Environmental and Social Safeguards and as per design drawing
technical specifications and directions of Engineer in charge.
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5. Wall Climbing Apparatus
Sl.
No.

Description

Unit

Providing and installing of wall climbing panels for the existing RCC wall as per the following
specifications and Reference Images

5

Key Facts for Building a Climbing Wall
1. Size of Climbing Wall: Climbing walls can be built for various intent and purposes. Size could
vary from 30 to 57 Sq. M.
2. Climbing apparatusshall be
a. Made by resin and reinforced with glass fiber with various design and colours as shown
in the below reference images.
b. 100% waterproof.
c. Weather and Corrosion Resistant, Anti-aging& durable.
d. Light Weight, Attractive Shapes & Colours.
e. Various texture available and Very Strong for out-door application.
f. Non-corrosive & maintenance-free, requiring only soapy water for normal cleaning.
g. Easily withstands harsh elements without fear of cracking, splitting or warping.
h. Finishing provides a long-lasting, protective finish that is resistant to fading, scratching
and chipping.
i. Protective finish resistant to UV light, for a new or weathered look that maintains its
character day after day.
j. Including of all safety equipment’s like safety belts, safety rope etc.,
3. All the designs, shapes, sizes, patterns of climbing apparatusitems shall be as per the designs and
directions given by authority. However, SSCL/TCE reserves the right to change/ vary the same
before bulk production i.e. up to the sample approval stage, for which no extra cost shall be paid
to the Contractor.
4. The bidder shall quote their rates including cost of scaffolding, transportation, tax, material,
erection and labour.
5. Contractor is required to quote his rates in lumpsum against which includes above items of
works so that in case of any major reduction/ addition in the scope of works, suitable deduction/
remuneration may be made on pro-rata basis.
6. The quoted rate shall include cost of procurement of equipments, installation, erection its
cutting, grinding, finishing, craftsmanship, treatment with deep penetration of approved water
based waterproofing chemicals and making all necessary provisions to make plant workable, the

Sq.
M
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